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ABSTRACT: 

A biometric system is a computer system. Which is used to identify the person on there behavioral and 

physiological characteristic ( for example fingerprint, face, iris, key-stroke, signature, voice, etc). A 

typical biometric system consists of sensing, feature extraction, and matching modules. But now a days 

biometric systems are attacked by using fake biometrics. It introduce three biometric techniques which 

are face recognition, fingerprint, and iris recognition ( multi biometric system) and also introduce the 

attacks on that system and by using Image Quality Assessment for aliveness detection how to protect 

the system from fake biometrics. How the multi-biometric system is secure than uni-biometric system. 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

Digital images are usually affected by a wide 

variety of distortions during acquisition and 

processing, which results in loss of visual 

quality. Therefore, image quality assessment 

(IQA) is appropriate to image accomplishment, 

watermarking, constraint, transmission, 

restoration, enhancement, and reproduction. 

The aim of IQA is to calculate the bulk of 

quality degradation and is thus used to 

evaluate/compare the accomplishment of 

processing systems and/or optimize the choice 

of parameters in processing. Objective image 

quality assessment refers to automatically 

prevent the quality of distorted images as 

would be perceived by an average human. 

If a naturalistic reference image is supplied 

against which the quality of the distorted image 

can be compared, the model is called full 

reference (FR). 2D face biometrics (that is 

denomination individuals based on their 2D 

face information) is still a major area of 

research. Wide range of viewpoints, occlusions, 

aging of subjects and Baroque outdoor 

clarification are challenges in face recognition. 

While there is a significant number of works 

addressing these issues, the vulnerabilities of  

 

 

face biometric systems to Spoofing attacks are 

mostly overlooked. Among the different threats 

analyzed, the direct or spoofing attacks have 

motivated the biometric community to study 

the vulnerabilities against this type of currish 

actions in traits such as the fingerprint the face 

and multimodal approaches. 

When spoofed, a biometric recognition system 

is bypassed by performance a copy of the 

biometric evidence of a valid user. Spoofing 

attack is the action of outwitting a biometric. 

Sensor by presenting a posture biometric 

evidence of a valid user. There are many anti-

spoofing techniques such as the use of 

multibiometrics or challenge-response 

methods, cancellable biometrics but the 

liveness detection techniques are the emerging 

field of research which use different 

physiological properties to distinguish between 

real and fake traits. IQA can be used for 

liveness detection to physical a multi-biometric 

and multi-attack guidance method. 

Authentication is used to determine the 

identity of a person/user. Authentication is a 

very important concept in security, because 

many critical security services are dependant  
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on authenticating users. All in all, strategies for 

validation fall into three classifications 

Something the client knows (passwords, PINs) 

Something the client has (i.e. Tokens: ID 

Cards, smartcard) Something the client is (i.e. 

Biometrics). 

As of late, the expanding enthusiasm for the 

assessment of biometric frameworks security 

has prompted the production of various and 

extremely assorted activities concentrated on 

this significant field of examination. Since the 

biometric is one of best security in future. The 

biometric security is propelled by the direct and 

sooping assailants. That biometric framework 

enchanced by study the sooping system for iris, 

figureprint, and 2D face. 

One emerging technology that is becoming 

more widespread in such organizations is 

biometrics—automatic personal recognition 

based on physiological or behavioral 

characteristics.The term comes from the Greek 

words bios (life) and metric’s (measure)[1]. To 

make an individual acknowledgment, 

biometrics depends on who you are or what 

you do— instead of what you know, (for 

example, a secret key) or what you have, (for 

example, an ID card). Biometrics has a few 

favorable circumstances contrasted and 

customary acknowledgment. In a few 

applications, it can either supplant or 

supplement existing advances in others, it is the 

main feasible way to deal with individual 

acknowledgment. With the expanding base for 

solid programmed individual acknowledgment 

and for partner a character with other individual 

conduct, concern is actually becoming about 

whether this data may be mishandled to 

damage people's rights to obscurity. We 

contend here, then again, that the responsible, 

dependable utilization of biometric frameworks 

can truth be told ensure singular protection. 

A biometric framework is basically an example 

acknowledgment framework that perceives a 

man in light of an element vector got from a 

particular physiological or behavioral  

 

trademark that the individual has. Contingent 

upon the application setting, a biometric 

framework regularly works in one of two 

modes check or recognization or 

identificationIn verification mode, the system 

validates a person’s identity by comparing the 

captured biometric characteristic with the 

individual’s biometric template, which is presto 

red in the system database. 

In this paper, we first summarize the various 

aspects of biometric system security in a 

holistic and systematic manner using the fish-

bone model[4]. Our goal here is to broadly 

categorize the various factors that cause 

biometric system failure and identify the effects 

of such failures. This paper is not necessarily 

complete in terms of all the security threats that 

have been identified, but it provides a high-

level classification of the possible security 

threats. We believe that template security is one 

of the most crucial issues in designing a secure 

biometric system and it demands timely and 

rigorous attention. 

Towards this end, we present a detailed 

overview of different template protection 

approaches that have been proposed in the 

literature and provide example implementations 

of specific schemes on a public domain 

fingerprint database to illustrate the issues 

involved in securing biometric templates. 

A fish-bone model can be used to summarize 

the various causes of biometric system 

vulnerability. At the highest level, the failure 

modes of a biometric system can be categorized 

into two classes intrinsic failure and failure due 

to an adversary attack. Intrinsic failures occur 

due to inherent limitations in the sensing, 

feature extraction, or matching technologies as 

well as the limited discriminability of the 

specific biometric trait.In adversary attacks, a 

resourceful hacker (or possibly an organized 

group) attempts to circumvent the biometric 

system for personal gains. We further classify 

the adversary attacks into three types based on 

factors that enable an adversary to compromise  
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the system security. These factors include 

system administration, non-secure 

infrastructure, and biometric overtones. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the present work we propose a novel 

software-based multi-biometric and multi-

attack protection method which targets to 

overcome part of these limitations through the 

use of image quality assessment (IQA). 

 

3.1 Image quality assessment 

Image quality assessment is a most important 

topic in the image processing area. Image 

quality is a characteristic of any image Usually 

contrasted and a perfect or flawless image. 

Advanced images are liable to an extensive 

scope of bends amid capacity, accomplishment, 

pressure, preparing, transmission and 

generation, a few of which may bring about a 

debasement of visual quality. Imaging 

frameworks presents some measure of 

contortion or curios which decreases the quality 

evaluation. All in all quality appraisal is of two 

sort one is subjective visual quality evaluation 

and second one is objective visual quality 

appraisal. Target image quality measurements 

can be characterized on the premise of 

accessibility of a unique image, with the 

twisted image is to be looked at. Open 

methodologies are known as full-reference, 

implying that a complete reference image is 

thought to be known. In numerous down to 

earth applications, then again, the reference 

image does not exist, and a no-reference or 

"visually impaired" quality evaluation 

methodology is alluring. 

It is not just fit for working with a decent 

execution under distinctive biometric 

frameworks (multi-biometric) and for assorted 

mocking situations, yet it additionally gives a 

decent level of security against certain non-

ridiculing assaults (multi-assault). It displays 

the standard focal points of this sort of 

methodologies quick, as it just needs one image  

 

(i.e., the same specimen procured for biometric 

acknowledgment) to distinguish whether it is 

genuine or fake, non-meddling, easy to 

understand (straightforward to the client), 

shoddy and simple to implant in officially 

useful frameworks(as no new piece of 

hardware is required). 

 

3.2 Fake biometrics 

Fake biometrics means by using the real images 

( Iris images captured from a printed paper and 

fingerprintcaptured from a dummy finger) of 

human identification characteristics create the 

fake identities like fingerprint, iris on printed 

paper. 

Fake user first capture the original identities of 

the enuine user and then they make the fake 

sample for authentication but biometric system 

have more method to detect the fake users and 

that’s why the biometric framework is more 

secure, because every individual have their one 

of a kind attributes ID. Biometrics framework 

is more secure than other security systems like 

watchword, PIN, or card and key. A biometrics 

framework measures the human attributes so 

clients don't have to recollect passwords or 

PINs which can be overlooked or to convey 

cards or keys which can be stolen. Biometric 

framework is of diverse sort that are face 

acknowledgment framework, unique mark 

acknowledgment framework, iris 

acknowledgment framework, hand geometry 

acknowledgment framework (physiological 

biometric), signature acknowledgment 

framework, voice acknowledgment framework 

(behavioral biometric). Demonstrate the kind of 

distinctive biometric. Multi biometric 

framework implies a biometric framework is 

utilized more than one biometric framework for 

one multi-biometric framework. 

A multi biometric framework is utilize the 

different wellspring of data for 

acknowledgment of individual confirmation. 

Multi biometric framework is more secure than 

single biometric framework. In this Survey  
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Base workshop report Image quality appraisal 

for liveness identification method is utilized for 

figure out the fake biometrics. Image 

evaluation is power by supposition that it is 

unsurprising that a fake image and genuine 

specimen will have diverse quality securing. 

Unsurprising quality contrasts in the middle of 

genuine and fake examples may contain 

shading and luminance levels, general ancient 

rarities, amount of data, and amount of 

sharpness, found in both sort of images, 

auxiliary bends or characteristic appearance. 

For instance, iris images caught from a printed 

paper will probably be fluffy or out of center 

because of precarious face images caught from 

a cell phone will in all likelihood be over-or 

under-found and it is not uncommon that 

unique finger impression images caught from a 

spurious finger. 

In addition in ultimate attack in which an 

unnaturally produced image is directly injected 

to the communication channel before the 

feature extractor, this fake sample will most 

probably not have some of the properties found 

in natural images. An added advantage of the 

proposed technique is its speed and very low 

complexity, which makes it very well suited to 

operate on real scenarios (one of the desired 

characteristics of this type of methods). 

As it doesn't send any characteristic particular 

property (e.g., details focuses, iris position or 

face identification), the calculation burden 

required for image preparing reasons for 

existing is exceptionally decreased, utilizing 

just broad image quality measures quick to 

figure, consolidated with extremely 

straightforward classifiers. It has been tried on 

freely accessible assault databases of iris, 

unique mark and 2D face, where it has come to 

comes about completely practically identical to 

those acquired on the same databases and 

taking after the same experimental protocols by 

more complex trait-specific top-ranked 

approaches from the state-of-the-art. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The study of the biometric systems against 

different types of attacks has been a very active 

field in feture. This is enchanced the field of 

security technologies for biometric-based 

applications. On the other hand, 

notwithstanding this discernible change, the 

advancement of effective security routines 

against known dangers has turned out to be a 

testing assignment. Basic visual examination of 

aimage of a genuine biometric attribute and a 

fake example of the same quality demonstrates 

that the two images can be fundamentally the 

same and even the human eye may think that its 

hard to make a qualification between them after 

a short review. Yet, a few inconsistencies 

between the genuine and fake images may get 

to be obvious once the images are deciphered 

into an appropriate element space. In this 

setting, it is sensible to accept that the image 

quality properties of genuine gets to and 

deceitful assaults will be distinctive. 

Taking after this "quality-contrast" theory, in 

the present exploration work i have 

investigated the capability of general image 

quality evaluation as an insurance device 

against diverse biometric assaults (with 

extraordinary regard forspoofing). For this 

purpose i have considered a feature space of 11 

complementary image quality measures which i  

 

have combined with simple classifiers to detect 

real and fake access attempts. The novel 

protection method has been evaluated on three 

largely deployed biometric modalities such as 

the iris, the fingerprint and 2D face, using 

publicly available databaseswith well defined 

associated protocols. This way, the results in 

proposed system contain some conclusions. It 

adabt the different biometric details by high 

performance method, it able to analysis multi 

biometric details, and it is simplest, accure and 

less complexity method. 

 

Future enchancement: 

In our proposed we use software based sooping 

attack system. In this process get several 

advantages over the exisiting system but in 

feature some enchancement is there for good 

security in biometric authendication.In that 

characters i use hybrid the hardware and 

software based biometric system to increase the 

accuracy of authentication. 
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